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SUMMARY

A phenomenological rdation preriou,d!/ propo,_ed

.for a metal in ten,_ion at elevated temperatures is
applied to compression under rapid-heating condf-

tion._. Solutions are pre._ented f.r the cases in which

the metal i_ _nre_tminecl and tl_e stre,_s is con._'tant,

and in which the metal is completely restrained and

th.ermal stresses decelop. Prcd;ctions are made of

the behaeior of 7075-T6 aluminum-alloy sheet in

compression for these two cases for temperature rate._"

from 0.1 ° F to 100 ° F per second.

INTRODUCTION

Many investigations have been made to de-
termine the tensile strength of materials under

rapid-healing conditions (for example, rcfs. 1 to

4), because these new data are of interest in

missile and high-speed aircraft applications. Data

on the compressive strength of materials under

such conditions are lacking, however, as such tests

are difficult to make in compression. The purpose

herein is to present a method for predicting the
behavior of a malerial under compression and

rapid-healing con(it lions.

The tensi[e properties of a number of materials

raider r_pid-heating eondilions have been pre-

dicted with _ phenomenological relation (rcfs. 3,

5, and 6). In this paper the phenomenologictrl

relation prcvionsly proposed for tension is applied

to compression under rapid-heating conditions.
Solutions are presented for the cases in which the

material is um'estraincd and the stress is constant,

and in which the material is completely restrained

and thermal stresses develop. The behavior of

7075-T6 aluminum alloy in compression is

predicted for these cases.
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SYMBOLS

temperature, °K unless otherwise specified

initial temperature, °K unless otherwise

specified

temperature rate, °K per hr mfless

otherwise specific([
strain (extensional is positive; contrac-

tional is negative)
strain rate, d_/dt, per hr

constant strain rate, per hr

Young's modulus at temperature T, ksi
mean linear thennv3 expansion coefficient

from initial temperature to T, per °K

constant in viscosity term in equation

(1), pet" br per °K

activation energy, eal per mol

gas constant, taken ns 2 cal per nlol

per °K
time, hr

(values off(z) for fit's/...... two terms in paren-

lhesis are given in

table I)

¢ stress, ksi

¢o stress coast anl, ksi

(_.._ stress, ksi, defined as a limiting stress

which can be developed at a given tem-

perature and strain rat e in tensile stress-
strain test (ref. 5)

Subscripts:

y refers to the temperature or wdue of z
for yield conditions when 0.2-percent

plas!ic s_rain occurs
1
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max applies to the ma:_mum thermal stress

for complete restraint or the temper-
ature at which tile ma_mum thermal

stress occurs

_,,,a_ refers to the stress, temperature, or
value of z at which the strain is a

maxinmm on a strain-temperature

curve (fig. 1) for unrestrained con-
stant-stress conditions

_,,_a_=0 refers to the stress, temperature, or
value of z at which tile strain is a

maximum on a strain-temperature

curve and equals zero for unre-
strained constant-stress conditions

¢,,,,, refers to the temperature or the value of

z pertaining to the maximum thermal

stress for completely restrained con-
ditions

RELATIONS FOR THE BEIIAVIOR IN CO_IPRESSION

UNDER RAPID-HEATING CONDITIONS

STATEMENT OF THE BASIC RELATION

A phenomcnological relation was suggested in

reference 5 between stress, strain rate, and
temperature, which governs the behavior of a

metal in tension above the equicohesive temper-

ature. The relation was applied successfully to
convenliomd tensile and creep data and to tensile

data obtained under constant-stress, rapid-
heating conditions. For tensile applications, the
basic relqtion is

d / or\ dT _art o"
5i  si,,h- (1)

:, O"0

The material constants s, A/I, and <*oare deter-

mined front tensile creep da|a.

In order to predict the behavior of a metal in

compression, it is assumed that the basic phe-

nomenological relation (eq. (I)) can be applied

to compression if the first and third terms on

the right-hand side (the terms contributed by

the elasticity and viscosity, respectively) are
taken to be negative. The basic relation for

compression then is

d/_\ dT _art ,
_=-- fi _ _)+_--2.,'r_ -_ st,,, _ (2)

In equation (2), _ is taken as positive in compres-

sion. The constanls s, AH, and _o must be deter-

mined from creep data. Inasmuch as compressive

creep data are rarely available, it is also assumed

that tensile creep data may be used to determine
the constants required to predict, the compressive

behavior. This assumption may be reasonable for

some materials. On the basis of data at Langley
:Research Center on 7075-T6 aluminum-alloy

sheet, for example, compressive and tensile creep

strains were found to be about the same up to

the tertiary region. If the temperature is assumed
to rise at a constant rate dT/dt=J'o and if, in

addition, it is assumed that E does not vary rap-

idly with temperature, as was the case with regard
to a in equations (I) and (2), then equation (2)
becomes

_---- E dt _o

AH
With the substitution of z=_,, equation (3) may

be transformed into

ao \ao/ . R J +9_ e-" . .
dz-- E dz a_-- -s _'o _ slnn_0

(4)

which is the differential equation that applies when

the temperature rate is constant.

SOL_'TmN OETHE BASICR_LATmN FOR COMPRESSIONWtTn
UNRESTRAINED AND COMPLETELY RESTRAINED

CONDITIONS

Two solutions of equation (4) which cover some

of the effects of rapid heating in compression will

be given. The fu'st solution covers the case in

which the materi_fl is unrestrained while being

heated and subjected to a consiani compressive
stress. The second solution covers the case in

which the nI,tterial is eoml)letely restrained so
that thernlal stresses develop as the material is
heal ed.

Solution for unrestrained constant-stress condi-

tions.--The solution of equation (4) for unre-

strained constant-compressive-stress conditions is

/'any
_" (_ 9 \ l, / . (7:
g \cr0/ To oo

(5)

where J'(a)=-_a-; (1 3. 12.... )q-j--...). Equation (5)

has the same form as the similar solution for

1
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tensile stress (ref. 6) with tile exception that. for

compression the fu'st and third terms oil the right-

hand side are negative instead of positive. Values

off(z) for the first two terms are given in table I
for vah, es of z from 20 to 60, which cover the range

of interest for most materials. A plot of equation

(5) for various slresses and temperature rates for

7075-T6 ahlminum alloy is shoxxm in figure 1,

which is discussed in detail in a subsequent section.

In the case under consideration, the compressive

stress is applied at t=0, so that tile initial elastic

o" (See eq. (5).) As thecompressive strain e=--_.

temperature rises, the term a(T-- To) introduces a

positive component into the strain. With further

heating, the third or viscous term becomes im-

portant and introduces a negative component
which reverses the strain. Thus, there will be

some temperature T_ at which a maximum

occurs on each strain-temperature curve.

l
z I(z)

20.00 2.19 X 10 _

20.25 1 1.66 X 10-u
20.5O I 1.25 X 10-1_

20.75 9.50 X 10-1_

21. O0 7. 18 X 10-_4

21.2,5 5.40 X 10 -14

21.50 4.02 X 10-I4

21.75 3.02 X 10 -It

22.00 2.25 X lfi -14

22. Z5 I. 70 X 10-"

22. 50 1.28 X 10-1_

22.75 ; 9.60 X 10-_

23.00 7.33 X 10 -u

23,25 5.55 X 1_ u

23. 50 4.18 X 10-u

23.75 3.17 X 10 _

24.0,9 2.39 X 10-I_

24.25 1. _1 X 10-_

2,1, 50 1.37 X 10- I_

24.75 1.03 X 10 -1_

25.00 ! 7.82 X I0-_

25.25 5.94 X 10 _

25.5(I 4. I_ X lO t_

25.75 3.39 X 10 -t_

26,00 2,57 X lO l¢

26.25 1.95 X 10 -v)

26. 50 1, 48 X lO -1_

26.75 1.12XlO -he

27,00 ' 8.49 X 10-1"

27.25 ! 6, 42 X 10-1"

27 50 _ 4.88X 10 -it
I

27.75 ! 3, 70 X 10 -17

28.00 2. 81 X 10-l_

28.2.5 2. 14 X 10- I7

2q. 50 1.62 X 10-1_

28. 75 1,23 X 10-:_

29.00 9.35 X 10-_

29. 25 7.12 X 10-_

29. 50 5. 40 X lO I_

29. 75 4. t3 X I0 l_

TABLE L--VALUES OF

--29.1

--29, 4

--29. 7

--30.0

-30.3

-30.6

--30.8

--31.2

--31.4

--31, 7

--32.0

--32.3

--32.5

--32. 8

--33.1

--33, 4

--33.7

--33. 9

--34.2

-- 34.5

--34.7

--35.0

--35.3

--35.6

--35.8

-36, 1

--36. 4

--36.7

--37.0

--37.2

--37.5

--37.8

-38.1

-38.4

-38. 7

-38.9

--39, 2

--39.5

--39. 7

--40.0

z

30. O0

30.25

30.5O

30. 75

31.00

31.25

31.50

31.75

32. O0

32. 25

32. 50

32.75

33. O0

33. 25 ]
33.50 I

33. 7,5

34.00

34.25

34.50

34.75

35.00

35.25
35.50

35.75

36. 00

36. 25

36. 50

36. 75

37. 60

37, 25

37. 50

37. 75

38. O0

38, 25

38. ,50

38. 75

39. 0O

39.25 I
39.5O

39. 75

f(z)
(,)

3.12 X I0 -is

2.37 X 10 -ts

I. 80 X 10-1_

I. 37 X 10-Is

1,04 X 10-is

7.!12 X 10-1_

6,02 X lO-t9

4.59 X I0 -1_

3.50 X 10-t_

2. _7 X I0-I_

2.04 X 10-:'_

1.55 X 10-:_

1.18 X 1fl-l_

9. Ol X 10-_

6. 82 X 10-_'0

5. 22 X 10-'z°

3, 98 X 10-l°

3.04 X I0 -2°

2.3t X 10 -_°

1.76 X 10 -_°

1.34 X 10 -2°

1.02 X 10-_o

7.80 X 10-=_

5. 95 X 10- _

4.56 X 10-_

3.48 X 10 -_

2.60 X 10- _

2.03 X lO-*t

1.55 X 10-_t

1.18 X 10-_

9.05 X 10-_=

6. 90 X 10 -2_

5,27 X 10-_

4,92 X 10 -r_

3.08 X 10-2_

2. 3(; X 10 -22

1. SO X I0-_

I, 37 X I0 -_'_

1.05 X 10- 22

8, 05 X 10-_

ffz) AND loge

--40.3 : 40.00

--40.0 i 40.25

-40.8 40.50

--I1,1 40. 75

--41.5 41,00

--41.7 ' 41.25

--42.0 41.50 1

-42.3 41,75

-42.5 42.0")

--42.8 42.25 i

--43.1 42. 50 :

--43.3 42.75 Ii

--43,6 43. O0

--43.9 43.25

--44. I 43.5O

--4t 3 43. 75 !

--44.7 44.5O :

--45.0 , 44 25

--45.2 44, 50
--45.5 44 75 ,

--45. 7 45. O0

--46. 0 45.25

--46 3 45. 5O

-46. 5 45. 75

--46.8 46.00

--47.1 46. 25

--47.3 46. 50

--47, 6 46. 75

-47.9 47.00
--4K 1 47.25

--48.4 47,50

--4_.7 47.75

--49.0 48.00

--49. 2 48.25

--49, 3 48..50

--49. 8 48.75

--50.0 49.00

--5O. 3 ,19. 25

--50. 8 49. 75

'(z) FOR z FROM 20 TO 60

6.14 X 10--"_

4.70 X lO -'_3

3.59 X 10 -'_3

2, 75 X 10-_3

2.10 X 10-_

1.01 X 16-2_

1.23 X 10 2_

9. 42 X 10-2_

7. '20 X l_ 2.

5.50 X 10--"_

4.21 X 10-24

3. 22 X 10-:_

2.47 X 10 -'_4

1,89 X 10 -24

1.45 X 10---._

1.1l X 10-_'_

8.5I X 10 -20

6. 52 X 10 -'_

5.0O X 10-'°_

3.82 X 10-2_

2, 93 X I0 -2_

2. 24 X 10 _

1, 72 X 10 :_

I. 32 X 10 _

1.01 X 10-_

7.75 X I0 -'_

5.93 X lO-_

4.53 X 10 _¢

3.49 X 10-_

2,68 X lO-_
2.06 X 10-2'_

1.58 X 10 -'_

1,21 X 10 -_

9, 29 X lO -'_:

7.12X10 _-:

5.44 X 10 -":

4.18 X 10 -":

3.20 X 10 -";'

2.46 X 10 -_:

1.88X10-'7

I 1og_
I f(:)

--51.0

--51.3

--51.6

--51.9

--52.2

i --52.5

i --52, 7
--52.9

--53, 3

--53, 5

--53. 8

--54.0

--54.3

--54.6

--54.9

--55.2

--55.5

--55.7

-56.0

--56.2

--56, 5

--86.7 :

--57.0

--57.2

--57.5

--57.8

-58.1 I
--58, 3 i

-58. B

--58.9

--59.1

--59. 3

-59. 6

--59. 8

-60.1

-C_). 4

-60.7

--60.9

--61,2

--61.5

50.25

50.50

50,75

51.00

H.25

51, 50

51,75

52.00

52.25

52.50

52.75

53.00

53.25

53.50

53.75

54.00

54.25

54.50
54.75

55.00

55.25 I

55.50
: 55.75 I

; 50.00

I 55.25

i 56,5O

! 56.75

I I
57..50

57.75

58.00

58.25

5&5O

.58.75

59.00

59.25

59.5O

59.75

60.C0

f(:)
(_)

1.45 X 10-z_

1.11 X 10 -_7

8.54 X 10-_

6. 55 X 10 --_s

5.03 X 10-_

3.86 X 10--"_

2.96 X 10 -2_

2, 27 X I0-_

t.75Xlfl-"_

1.34 X 10-_

1.03 X 10 -:'s

7..o_ X 10-_

6. 09 X 10-_

4.68 X 10 _

3. 58 X 10-_o

2. 76 X 10-_0

2.12 X I0-_

1. B3 X 10-_

1.2,1 X 10-_

9.57 X If)- _¢)

7. ,T_ _ I0-_

5.67 X 10-sv

4.36 X 10- _

3. 35 X I0 -_°

2. 58 X 10-_o

1,98 X I0 _o

1.52 X I0 -:_0

1.17 X I0 -_

9. O0 X 10-s:

r,, 93 X 10 -z_

5.33 X 10-_

4.10 X 10 _t

3, 14 X 10-s_

2.41 X 10 _:

1.86 X 10 -_

1.42 X 19 -_1

1. I0 X 10-_t

8, 15 X 10-_

6. t5 X lO-_

5.0(1 X I0-_

3.85 X 10-_

]ogt
f(z)

e-_ 3(1-:).
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FICURE l.--Catculated .-:train-temperature curves for 7075-T6 ahmlinum-:dh)y sheet for temporalure rah's from 0.1 ° F

to 100 ° F per second for various coI]_tant compressive stresses under unrestrained conditions.

At tlw maximums on the slrain-{emperat_lrc

curves, i=0. The stress for this condition, ob-
tained fi'om equation (3) with the substitution of

the exponential for the hyperbolic sine (for (r_(ru),
is

_ro .--_,,,o,+1%_ sT,._

The strain at the mn.x-imtlm, obtained by the sub-
stitution of equalion (6) in equation (5) and tak-

ing only the first term inf(z), is

''°'=->:U....+Iog.._.r.j+_(T..o--ro)o
_max

If the stress is such that em_==0, then

(7)

a(T ....=o--To)

.,_...,-o__o,...=o)
(s)

Equation (8) gives {11{' temI}(.rature T.,,,:_=o at
which 6._=0. Tim slr{,ss for the ease in which
e=-_=e can then be obtained f,'(,m eqm%tion (6)
written as

o-.... =o aJ_o (0)
(zo --z ......=0+log,_ _T .... =o

Equation (9) gives the stress for the case in which
e--i=0 raider unrestrained constant-str{,ss condi-

lions.

The yield temperature T_ "_t which 0.2-percent

l)laslic strain occurs for a constant compressive

stress may be obtained from equation (5) by

setting the third term on the right-hand side equal

to --0.002, which gives

log_f(zv)=log_ (_iI. 2 as 6.2 (10)
s _, 1I ./

If the constants on the right-hand side of eq_mtion

(10) are known, log_ f(z_) may be calculated.

Values off(z) may be obtained fi'om table I, and

Tu c&n t,hell be {letermined.
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Solution for complete restraint. Compressive
thermal stresses are obtained when the material

is restrained from ex-panding, and complete
restraint is obtained when E--_-0. Thermal

stresses are developed lmdcr these latter conditions

ill accordance with the differenti_fl equation

d

dz ao £Po za sinh a0-a aaollz2 (11)
E E

q =0
which was obtained from equation (4) for dz '

The general solution of equation (11) in analytical

form is not. known. A satisfactory solution,
however, may be obtained in any specific ease in

numerical or graphical form by employing a step-

by-step calculation. For this purpose, equation

(11) can be reduced to the form

Initially at the beginning of healing, z is large

and the second t.cnn in the bracket is negligible

compared with a. In the early stages of heating,
Aa=Ea AT, in a_eement with the usual solution

for thermal stresses based upon elasticity alone.
.ks the value of z decreases with a rise in tem-

perature, eventually the quantity in the bracket

may become equal to zero. When this occurs,

.X¢=0, and the thermal stress ceases to buihl up
further. As the temperature continues to rise,

.X(r becomes negative and the stress decreases
h'onl its maximum value.

The maximum thermal stress ¢,,_ is obtained

by setting the brael_eted expression in equation

(12) equal to zero, whi('h gives

aTo (13)

at the temperature T_,_. The right-hand side

of equation (13) has the same form as equation

(9) for the ease in which the material is unre-

strained and the stress is constant. Consequently

if T,,_,--T,,,,_=o, the stresses (r,,,_ and %_x=0
will be the sam(, for both solutions. This result

would then iml)ly that differences in the stress,

strain, and strain-rate history for the two cases
wouhl not be a consideration.

In the application of the tflwnomenological
relation to the tensile stress-strain tests (ref. 5),
it was sho_m that a stress defined in reference 5 as

a limiting tensile stress o'um was obtained for the

case in which the temperature was constant and
the material was loaded at a constant strain rate

_0. This stress can be written as

O'lim ~ _O

_o --_-k log_ ._ (14)

Equation (14) has the same t'orm as equation (13).

Tiros, the maximum llwrmal stress obtained at a

given t enaperature and temperature rate is the

same as the limiting stress obtained in a tensile
stress-strain test. at that temperature if _o=c_T0.

A temperature rate of 10 ° P per second, for

examph,, wouhl correspond approximately to a

strain rqte of about 0.008 per minute for an

aluminum alIoy.

PREDICTED BEHAVIOR FOR 7075 T6 ALUMINUM-

ALLOY SIIEET IN COMPRESSION

PREDICTIONS FOR UNRESTRAINED CONSTANT-STRESS
CONDITIONS

The effect of rat)id heating on the behavior of

7075-T6 aluminum-alloy sheet in compression is

illustrated in figure 1 by tile strain-temperature

curves which were calculated from equation (5).

The results are shown for compressive stresses of

17.2, 40, and 60 ksi and for temperature rates

from 0.1°F to 100°F per second. The material
constants used in the calculations were the same

as those given in reference 5; .XH was taken as
34,700 cal per mole, a0 as 4.3 ksi, and s as 3.60X 10s

per hour per °K. Average coefficients of thermal

expansion and values of E were taken from refer-

ence 4. Thermal strains may also be delernfined

directly fl'mn the thermal expansion curve (rrom
ref. 4) shown in figure 1. The inilial single solid
curve at each stress level and the dashed line ex-

tension give the sum of the elastic and thermal

strains. The dashed line extensions in the plastic

region are used in determination of yield temper-
atures.

The characteristic feature for constant compres-

sive stress (fig. 1), as distillguished from the cor-

responding curves for constant tensile stress

(fig. 10, ref. 4), is the presence of maximums.

The strains occurring at the nmximums can be

either positive or negative. These strains and

the temperatures at, which they occur increase as
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the tcnlperature rate increases. ]'icld temper-

atures, defined as the temperature at which 0.2-

percent plastic strain occurs on heating (shown

by the tick marks), increase with the temperature
rate and decrease with the stress level. Yield

temperatures may also be calculated from equa-

tion (10).

Stresses and temperatures occurring at the
Inaxinuln_s on the strain-temperature curves when

e_6--0 were calculated for tenlperature rates

from 0.1 ° F to 100 ° F per seeond for unrestrained

constant-stress conditions from equations (9) and

(8), respectively. These stresses and temper-

atures, Milch are shown by the dashed lines in

figure 2, increase linearly with the log of the

temperature rate.

PREDICTIONS FOR CO]_IPLETELY RESTRAINED CONDITIONS

Calculated compressive thermal stresses arising

when the material is completely restrained against

thermal expansion are shown in figure 3 for tem-

perature rates from 0.1 ° F to 100 ° F per second.

60-- 1Com0eeresonJ 1
t (o',,nax from eq (12"1 end fig 3) --,,. I

,_ "'-Unrestrained constont stress I /

0 I I IA_I.I [ I [ _ I [

600 - r
Unre_trolned constord stress

(_,me,* -v'_' from eq.(8)_-.,

='400 __-" _

"- Complete restraint

"_ (Tmox,from eq.(12) and fig. 3)

zoo

0 I I I lllll I I I lflI{ - I I I I[lil

0.I I I0 IOO
Ternperalure role, °F/see

Ca) Stress.

0_) Temperature.

FioIIR_ 2.--Calculated compressive stresses and tem-

peratures for 7075-T6 alumirmrn-a]lov _hect for un-

restrained eonstant-stress conditions and for complete
restraint when e=;=0.

60 -

5O

40

m

2O

I0

°F/see

 rr 'TsC_ ...... I

L 1o,
0 t00 200 500 400

Temperature, °F

....
i Temperature role, [

L

500 6OO

FIGVIlE 3.--Calculated compressive thernml stresses

for temperature rates from 0.1: F to 100 ° F per

second and from conventional compressive stress-

_train eurves for 7075 T6 aluminum-alloy sheet

und¢_r completely restrained conditions.

These stresses were calculated from equation (12).
The maximun_ thermal stresses and associated

temperatures increase appreeiahly with the tem-

perature rate. The thermal stress curve for static

completely restrained conditions, obtained from

conventional elevated-temperature compressive

stress-strain curves, is also shown in figure 3.

The static, thermal stresses, shown l)y the dashed
line, were obtained by the melhod outlined ill refer-

ence 7, which negh,cis creep and oilier time effects.
Thermal st.rains were taken from ilw lhennal ex-

pansion curve for various temperatures (fig. 1),

and lhe corresponding stresses, eon_plele rcslraint

being assumed, were read froin the corresponding

compressive stress-strain curves for jl-hour ex-

posure obtained at a strain rat.(, of 0.002 per

minule, as given in reference 8 for this material.
The maximum compressive thermal slress under

static conditions, obtained by this engineering

method, is a little less than the predicted lhernml

stress when the material is heated at 1 ° F per
second.
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The maximum thermal stresses and the tem-

peratures at which they occur are also shown by
the solid lines in figure 2 for temperature rates

from 0.1 ° F to 100 ° F per second. These stresses

and temperatures increase linearly with the log
of the temperature rate. The maximum tlwnnal

stresses and associated temperatures for completely

restrained conditions are in close agreement with
the stresses and temperatures for unrestrained
constant-stress condition when e----_=0. For the

cases considered, differences in loading and strain-
ing history apparently have little effect on the

stresses and temperatures.

On the basis of this analysis, it appears that

maximum thermal stresses for completely re-

strained conditions may be estimated from stresses
obtained for unrestrained constant-stress condi-

tions when e=_-0. This result suggests that

maximum thermal stresses may be predicted from

constant-stress, rapid-heating tensile data which
are now available for some materials. The accu-

racy of such predictions will depend upon the

validity of the assumption that elastic and vis-
cous strains in tension can be substituted for those

in compression, which involves the same assump-

tion made in applying the basic phenomenological

relation for tension to compression. If the tensile

data are processed so tlmt compressive strain-

temperature curves are obtained (such _ls in fig.
1), the stresses and temperatures at which _=_--0

may be determined by graphical methods.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The effects of rapid h(,ating on the behavior of

a metal under compression may be shown by the

phenomenological relation and solutions presented
for the cases in which the material is unrestrained

and is carrying a constant stress and in which the

rnaterial is completely restrained and thermal

stresses develop.

The behavior of tt metal in compression under

rapid-heating conditions is essentially different
from that of a metal in tension. The distingqfish-

ing feature in compression is the presence of
ma:_imums in strain or in stress. Maximums in

strain occur when the material is unrestrained

under constant-stress conditions, and maximums
in stress occur when the material is restrained.

Predictions for 7075-T6 alunfinum alloy show

that the maximum thermal stresses and the

temperatures at which they occur increase ap-

preciably with temperature rates from 0.1 ° :F

to 100 ° F per second. Stresses and temperatures

obtained for unrestrained constant-stress condi-

tions, when the strain and strain rate are zero,

are essentially the same as the maximum thermal

stresses obiained at the same temperature rate.

Differences in the stress and strain history for
these two cases have no effect on the results for

this material. The possibility of predicting
maxinmm thermal stresses from available tensile

data obtained under constant-stress, rapid-heating
conditions is indicated.

LANGLEY I_ESEARCII _NN'T]gRj

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRAT1ONj

I_ANGLEY FIELD, VA., August 3, 1959.
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